PCB Vibration Attenuation
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Low Frequency Vibration Damage
PCB Vibration Bending
PCB Vibration Bending

MUCH BENDING

With PID

LESS BENDING

No PID
Solution from NASA USA

$PID = \text{Particle Impact Damping}$

Schematic
Inside **PID**

Tungsten Ball (W)
1 Ball = 0.073g
13,700 Balls = 1Kg
PID Model

- (W) Tungsten Balls
- Al Aluminum or Cu Copper
- Mount
- PCB
NOTES: (UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED).  
1) DIMENSIONS: INCHES [MM].
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Design Rule #1

Mass of PID = 10% PCB

- PID: 100g
- PCB: 1Kg
Design Rule #2

Fill “W” 90% PKG

W = 90%

EMPTY = 10%

“W” Tungsten Ball
Design Rule #3

Mount PID Center of PCB

PID @ CENTER
Weibull Failure Analysis
19x PCB

Failure 00:12 hr
No PID

Failure 05:10 hr
With PID
2 Minute Video
How *PID* Works

https://youtu.be/P4SQuBaKXWw
Applications for \textit{PID} \\

**Environments**
- Military - Space
- Telecommunication
- High Reliability
- Automotive
- Special Applications
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